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The Summer King is missing; the Dark Court is bleeding; and a stranger walks the streets of Huntsdale, his presence signifying the deaths of
powerful fey. Aislinn tends to the Summer Court, searching for her absent king and yearning for Seth. Torn between his new queen and his
old love, Keenan works from afar to strengthen his court against the coming war. Donia longs for fiery passion even as she coolly readies the
Winter Court for battle. And Seth, sworn brother of the Dark King and heir to the High Queen, is about to make a mistake that could cost his
life. Love, despair, and betrayal ignite the Faery Courts, and in the final conflict, some will win . . . and some will lose everything. The thrilling
conclusion to Melissa Marr's New York Times bestselling Wicked Lovely series will leave readers breathless.
When her grandmother Maylene, who always gave tender attention to the dead with unusual rituals, dies mysteriously, Rebekkah Barrow
returns home and discovers that Maylene was murdered and that there was good reason for her odd traditions. 150,000 first printing.
In the third mesmerizing tale in Melissa Marr’s #1 New York Times bestselling Wicked Lovely series, old friends become new enemies—and
one wrong move could plunge the Earth into chaos. Seth never expected he would want to settle down with anyone, but that was before
Aislinn. She is everything he'd ever dreamed of, and he wants to be with her forever. Forever takes on new meaning, though, when your
girlfriend is an immortal faery queen. Aislinn never expected to rule the very creatures who'd always terrified her, but that was before Keenan.
He stole her mortality to make her a monarch, and now she faces challenges and enticements beyond any she'd ever imagined. Seth and
Aislinn struggle to stay true to themselves and each other—all while navigating the shadowy rules and shifting allegiances of the Faery Courts.
A journey may take hundreds of miles, or it may cover the distance between duty and desire. Sixteen of today’s hottest writers of paranormal
tales weave stories on a common theme of journeying. Authors such as Kelley Armstrong, Rachel Caine, and Melissa Marr return to the
beloved worlds of their bestselling series, while others, like Claudia Gray, Kami Garcia, and Margaret Stohl, create new landscapes and
characters. But whether they’re writing about vampires, faeries, angels, or other magical beings, each author explores the strength and
resilience of the human heart. Suspenseful, funny, or romantic, the stories in Enthralled will leave you moved.
Return to the land of the dead with three GRAVEMINDER short stories and bonus content.In the never-before-published "Changing Guards,"
the former Graveminder Alicia negotiates with Mr D (Death) for replacing the Undertaker. . . but her style of negotiations requires explosives
and destruction. In the never-before-published "Stronger Spirits," a sequel story to Graveminder things in the land of the dead are fracturing,
leading to permanent deaths and uncovered secrets. In "Guns for the Dead," (originally published in NAKED CITY), Francis Lee Lemons gets
caught in the conflict between Alicia and Mr D (Death). Francis Lee Lemons wakes up in the land of the dead, unemployed and bored, but
getting in with the local crime syndicate-run by an 1800s gunslinger, Alicia-isn't that easy.The collection also includes bonus content: "The
Strength Inside" (an urban fantasy tale), the Bluebeard-inspired "Maiden Thief," and the first chapter of the Graveminder sequel novel Stay
Where I Put You.
Melissa Marr returns to faery in a dramatic story of the precarious space between two worlds—and the people who must thrive there. The
combination of ethereal fae powers, tumultuous romance, and a bloodthirsty faery queen will have longtime fans and new readers alike at the
edge of their seats. Lilywhite Abernathy is a criminal—she's half human, half fae, and since the time before she was born her very blood has
been illegal. A war has been raging between humans and faeries, and the Queen of Blood and Rage, ruler of the fae courts, wants to avenge
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the tragic death of her heir due to the actions of reckless humans. Lily's father has always shielded her from the truth, but when she's sent to
the prestigious St. Columba's school, she's delivered straight into the arms of a fae Sleeper cell—the Black Diamonds. The Diamonds are
planted in the human world as the sons and daughters of the most influential families, and tasked with destroying it from within. Against her
will, Lilywhite's been chosen to join them . . . and even the romantic attention of the fae rock singer Creed Morrison isn't enough to keep Lily
from wanting to run back to the familiar world she knows.
The Arrivals is the second novel for adults by internationally bestselling author Melissa Marr. Chloe walks into a bar and blows five years of
sobriety. When she wakes, she finds herself in an unfamiliar world, The Wasteland. She discovers people from all times and places have also
arrived there: Kitty and Jack, a brother and sister from the Wild West; Edgar, a prohibition bootlegger; Francis, a one-time hippie; Melody, a
mentally unbalanced 1950s housewife; and Hector, a former carnival artist. None know why they arrived there—or if there is a way out of a
world populated by monsters and filled with corruption. Just as she did in Graveminder, Marr has created a vivid fantasy world that will
enthrall. Melissa Marr’s The Arrivals is a thoroughly original and wildly imagined tale about making choices in a life where death is
unpredictable and often temporary.
A USA TODAY BESTSELLER! A historical novel inspired by true events, Kelli Estes's brilliant and atmospheric debut is a poignant tale of two
women determined to do the right thing and the power of our own stories. The smallest items can hold centuries of secrets... Inara Erickson is
exploring her deceased aunt's island estate when she finds an elaborately stitched piece of fabric hidden in the house. As she peels back
layer upon layer of the secrets it holds, Inara's life becomes interwoven with that of Mei Lein, a young Chinese girl mysteriously driven from
her home a century before. Through the stories Mei Lein tells in silk, Inara uncovers a tragic truth that will shake her family to its core—and
force her to make an impossible choice. A touching and tender book for fans of Marie Benedict, Susanna Kearsley, and Duncan Jepson.

How far would you go to escape fate? In this prequel to the international bestselling WICKED LOVELY series (over a million
copies sold), the Faery Courts collide a century before the mortals in Wicked Lovely are born. Thelma Foy, a jeweler with the
Second Sight in iron-bedecked 1890s New Orleans, can see through the glamours faeries wear to hide themselves from mortals,
but if her secret were revealed, the fey would steal her eyes, her life, or her freedom. But when the Dark King, Irial, rescues her,
Tam must confront everything she thought she knew about faeries, men, and love. Unbeknownst to Tam, she is the prize in a
centuries-old fight between Summer Court and Winter Court. To protect her, Irial must risk a war he can’t win--or surrender the
first mortal woman he's loved. "What a delight to discover how much I loved being back in the Wicked Lovely world, discovering
details about beloved characters that made me want to race back for a series reread. This is Irial's story set in 1890s New Orleans,
brimming with faerie court drama and steamy romance. Can we. and should we, outrun fate? And if so, are we prepared for the
consequences? I could not put it down." --Angela Mann, Kepler's Books, Menlo Park CA "Set 100 years before the events in
Wicked Lovely, Cold Iron Heart finds Irial, the king of the Dark Court, in New Orleans and entranced by a mortal. Is his interest in
Thelma Foy just a passing fascination, or could it change the course of her life and the world forever? Melissa Marr masterfully
rises to challenge of writing a prequel by both expanding on the mythology of the original series while telling a story that exists
wholly on its own. Fans of the series will inhale this delicious glimpse into Irial’s past.”--John McDougall of Murder by the Book,
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Houston TX
"The runes have spoken. We have our champion...Matthew Thorsen." Matt hears the words, but he can't believe them. He's Thor's
representative? Destined to fight trolls, monstrous wolves and giant serpents...or the world ends? He's only thirteen. While Matt
knew he was a modern-day descendent of Thor, he's always lived a normal kid's life. In fact, most people in the small town of
Blackwell, South Dakota, are direct descendants of either Thor or Loki, including Matt's classmates Fen and Laurie Brekke. No big
deal. But now Ragnarok is coming, and it's up to the champions to fight in the place of the long-dead gods. Matt, Laurie, and Fen's
lives will never be the same as they race to put together an unstoppable team, find Thor's hammer and shield, and prevent the end
of the world. In their middle grade debut, K.L. Armstrong and M.A. Marr begin the epic Blackwell Pages series with this actionpacked adventure, filled with larger-than-life legends, gripping battles, and an engaging cast of characters who bring the myths to
life.
Alana knows the legends of selchies, the sea-fey who leave their seal-like pelts behind when they walk on land, passing for
humans. But she never imagined she would meet one—let alone two—on the night of an otherwise forgettable beach party. The
selchie Murrin, though, has long imagined actually meeting Alana, the girl he has chosen over the sea. He never expected that the
meeting would be so complicated, or that an old rivalry would make winning Alana's trust—and love—so difficult. Author of the
bestselling Wicked Lovely series, Melissa Marr explores magical entanglements in a real-world setting in this lushly romantic and
absorbing tale.
Girls Night Out has never been so much fun--but what are they going to do with all these bodies? New York Times and USA
Today Bestselling Authors Kelley Armstrong, Jeaniene Frost, and Melissa Marr deliver a sexy summer read with this novel-length
anthology containing three all-new stories from their Cursed Luck, Night Huntress, and Faery Bargains worlds. Kennedy, Cat, and
Gen are just trying to enjoy their respective getaways, but when immortals, vampires, and witches come out to play, things are
bound to go awry. Let the supernatural hijinks begin! "A hoot with a wide array of baddies, and a superb collection of paranormal
female dynamos!"--Fresh Fiction
In near-future New Orleans, draugar, again-walkers, are faster and stronger than most humans, but not venomous until they are a
century old. Until then, they shamble and bite. Since not everyone wants to see their relatives end up that way, Geneviève Crowe
makes her living beheading the dead. But now, her magic’s gone sideways, and the only person strong enough to help her is the
one man who could tempt her to think about picket fences: Eli Stonecroft, a faery who chose to be a bar-owner in New Orleans
rather than live in Elphame. Then human businessmen start turning up as draugar. Suddenly, the queen of the again-walkers and
the wealthy son of one of the victims, both hire Geneviève to figure it out. She works to keep her magic in check, the dead from
crawling out of their graves, and enough money for a future that might be a lot longer than she’d like. Neither her heart nor her life
are safe now that she’s juggling a faery, murder, and magic. “I loved The Wicked and The Dead! A sassy, ass-kicking heroine, a
deliciously mysterious fae hero, and a wonderful mix of action and romance. Add that to Melissa's usual great world-building, and
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I'm already looking forward to book 2!" – Jeaniene Frost, NYT Bestselling Author
Eva Tilling wakes up in the hospital to discover she possesses a strange new skill—the ability to foresee people's deaths when they
touch her. While she is recovering from her hit-and-run accident, Nate, an old flame, reappears, and the two must traverse their
rocky past as they figure out how to use Eva's power to keep their friends—and each other—from falling into the hands of a killer.
This contemporary romantic suspense novel from five-time New York Times bestselling author Melissa Marr earned widespread
critical acclaim, with Kirkus Reviews calling it a "riveting whodunit that delivers a bouquet of teen romance, paranormal, and
thriller." And BCCB declared, "Between the suspense, the horror, the romance, and the wit, this will have equal appeal for fans of
Sarah Dessen and Rosemary Clement-Moore." A stark departure from her fantasy settings, this Southern Gothic, racy thriller gives
fans old and new chilling twists, unrequited obsession, and high-stakes romance.
A hand-picked collection of travel photographs and inspirational life quotes for the journey ahead
This 43-page prequel is a captivating glimpse into Melissa Marr's world of the Untamed City—before the savage, deadly Carnival
that changed it all. Aya is a champion fighter, but because she's a girl, she's not allowed to take part in the competition. Her
betrothed, Belias, can't understand why she insists on entering . . . but he doesn't know that Aya plans to win her independence
from their preplanned union by taking home the top title. Aya dreads defeating Belias in the ring, but she'll do it if it means keeping
her deadly secret under wraps for a while longer. Fans of Melissa Marr's tale of lush secrets, dark love, and the struggle to forge
one's own destiny will thrill at the revealing prequel to Carnival of Secrets. Epic Reads Impulse is a digital imprint with new
releases each month.
An exciting e-story original sequel to INK EXCHANGE! When Leslie left the Dark Court for her own good, she never imagined she could be
the instrument by which someone threatened Irial or Niall. When her darkest past catches up with her, and she must figure out how to keep
the fey she loves safe-and how to save herself.
Faery Tales & Nightmares is an anthology of short stories by Melissa Marr, many set in the world of her Wicked Lovely series. Marr revisits
favorite fan characters such as faeries Niall and Irial, and introduces fascinating new beings, including a vampire, a pair of selchie brothers,
and a goblin. The strange creatures can appear anywhere, coming from the sea, from the woods, from inside storms; they may come seeking
to bring destruction or to find a passionate encounter… Lush, seductive, and chilling, the stories in Melissa Marr’s Faery Tales & Nightmares
blend fairy tales and folklore, horror and fantasy, and allow us to revel in the unseen magic that infuses the world as we know it.
The dead don't always stay dead in Claysville . . . and in the afterlife, Death himself can't be trusted. Amity Blue has begun to remember
strange impossible events, her ex trying to bite her and people vanishing like mist. Everyone in town swears a mountain lion is responsible for
the recent deaths, but Amity is sure that there's more to the story. After a stalker-a dead stalker-appears at the bar where she works, Amity
discovers that the dead don't always stay dead in Claysville. Along with the current Graveminder, Rebekkah Barrow, Amity seeks out the
enigmatic Mr D, who seems to be Death himself, only to discover that the centuries-old contract to protect Claysville has been broken.
Caught between life in a cursed town and Death himself, Amity and Rebekkah must find a way to put the dead where they belong-because if
the Hungry Dead keep rising, everyone in town will be lost. Return to the world of Graveminder, Goodreads Choice Winner for Best Horror
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Novel in this stand-alone Graveminder novel (which also includes two Graveminder short stories.). What People Have Said about
GRAVEMINDER: "If anyone can put the goth in Southern Gothic, it's Melissa Marr." -NPR.org "Marr creates sympathetic characters, she
takes readers to places both sinister and delightful, and there's a satisfying end to a wonderfully awful villain. It's a fast read, spooky enough
to please but not too disturbing to read in bed." -Washington Post "Dark and dreamy. . . . Rod Serling would have loved Graveminder. . . Marr
is not tapping into the latest horde of zombie novels, she's created a new kind of undead creature. . . . A creatively creepy gothic tale for
grown-ups."-USA Today "Plan ahead to read this one, because you won't be able to put it down! Haunting, captivating, brilliant!" -Library
Journal (starred review) "Filled with ancient contracts, the walking dead, and fated love, this eerie tale draws you in and leaves you yearning
for more."-IndieNext List, July 2011 "The emotional dance between Rebekkah and Byron will captivate female readers. . . . Fantasy-horror
fans will demand more." -Kirkus Reviews "An adult novel that Marr's fans may enjoy. Graveminder is worthy of praise. . . . The main
characters and it is easy to become involved in their struggles." VOYA, Top Fantasy of the Year "Melissa Marr has the rare talent of making
deeply weird things seem perfectly normal, and making perfectly normal things seem deeply weird." io9 "Welcome to the return of the great
American gothic." -Del Howison, Bram Stoker Award-winning editor of Dark Delicacies
Of Maidens & Swords: A Story Collection This collects Melissa Marr's 2019 & 2020 short stories, including the three Wicked Lovely Stories:
Love Hurts, Winter Dreams, and Summer Bound, as well as other fantasy short stories: "Nameless" (in The Magazine of Fantasy & Science
Fiction), "The Devil's Due" (in Once Upon a Ghost anthology), "Knee Deep in the Sea" (n Lightspeed Magazine), and "Of Roses and Kings"
(Tor).
For fans of Percy Jackson and the Olympians, the thrilling conclusion to The Blackwell Pages, written by New York Times bestselling YA
authors, K.L. Armstrong and M.A. Marr. Thirteen-year-olds Matt, Laurie, and Fen have beaten near-impossible odds to assemble their fellow
descendants of the Norse Gods and complete epic quests. Their biggest challenge lies ahead: battling the fierce monsters working to bring
about the apocalypse. But when they learn that Matt must fight the Midgard Serpent alone and Fen and Laurie are pulled in other directions,
the friends realize they can't take every step of this journey together. Matt, Laurie, and Fen will each have to fight their own battles to survive,
to be true to themselves, and to one another - with nothing less than the fate of the world hanging in the balance.
A contemporary Bluebeard story set in the shadowy edges of New Orleans’ French Quarter by the New York Times best-selling
author Melissa Marr After receiving a lead from an unlikely source, Juliana, the mortician tasked with the bodies of victims of the "Carolina
Creeper", the South’s most notorious serial killer in decades, sets off to New Orleans in search of Theresa Morris, an heiress and
presumably the Creeper’s only surviving victim. Theresa now goes by “Tess” and is a shadow of her former heiress self. She’s also being
pursued by famous novelist Michael, who sets his sights on Tess as the muse of his work-in-progress, oblivious to her former identity. As
Michael gets closer to Tess and begins to put the pieces of her traumatic past together, Juliana zeroes in on her whereabouts. They don’t
know it, but the three of them are on a collision course, hurtling straight into the Creeper’s path.
"This unflinching novel chronicles a woman's relationship with a violent man in a way that brings fresh insight to the subject . . . engaging and
uplifting." —O, The Oprah Magazine From the Booker Prize-winning author of Paddy Clarke Ha Ha Ha, the heartrending story of a brave and
tenacious housewife Paula Spencer is a thirty-nine-year-old working-class woman struggling to reclaim her dignity after marriage to an
abusive husband and a worsening drinking problem. Paula recalls her contented childhood, the audacity she learned as a teenager, the
exhilaration of her romance with Charlo, and the marriage to him that left her feeling powerless. Capturing both her vulnerability and her
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strength, Roddy Doyle gives Paula a voice that is real and unforgettable.
Rika, a once-mortal faery, gladly retreated to an isolated desert, but when her trickster friend from court, Sionnach, arrives she must stand up
to him to protect the desert fey and mortals alike.

“No one builds worlds like Melissa Marr.” —Charlaine Harris “Welcome to the return of the great American gothic.” —Del
Howison, Bram Stoker Award-winning editor of Dark Delicacies “A deliciously creepy tale that is as skillfully wrought as it
is spellbindingly imagined.” —Kelley Armstrong Anyone who adores dark fantasy, horror, and paranormal suspense is
going to love Graveminder, a hauntingly atmospheric tale of the walking dead—and the living who are charged with
keeping them at rest—from Melissa Marr, the New York Times bestselling author of the Wicked Lovely series. A young
woman returns to the rural small town of her adolescence only to discover it is cursed ground bordering the land of the
dead in this spectacularly imagined supernatural tale that will appeal to fans of Charlaine Harris, Joe Hill, Sherrilyn
Kenyon, Neil Gaiman, and Carol Goodman.
“Unique and gripping.”—Tamora Pierce New York Times bestselling author Melissa Marr invites readers into a magical
world where stone gargoyles live among humans, ferocious water horses infiltrate the sea, and school hallways are
riddled with magic wards--and where a group of young heroes seeking justice discovers those very creatures are the best
of allies. Twenty years ago, a door opened between the world of humans and the Netherwhere, allowing all kinds of
otherworldly creatures entry. Some, like the kelpies and fairies, who like to bite, are best avoided. But the gargoyles are
wise and wonderful, and show a special affection for humans. Vicky has grown up under the watchful eye of a gargoyle
named Rupert, and excels at sword-fighting and magic. But there's so much she doesn't know--like why her mother, once
one of the queen's elite Ravens, keeps Vicky hidden away and won't let Vicky train at the elite Corvus school where girls
with her gifts perfect their skills. But when a horrific tragedy occurs, Vicky knows it’s finally time to use her gifts, and that
the only place she should be to avenge the crime against her family is at Corvus. There she bands together with a former
street thief and an alchemy student to figure out whom they can trust in a place that's rife with intrigue and secrets. And
all the while, the gargoyles watch and nudge. Time’s not linear to them, so they know change comes in ripples. With
their steadying influence, Vicky and her friends just might be the generation to expose the court’s secrets and ensure a
better future for both worlds.
When Rebekkah returns to her small-town home for her beloved Grandmother’s funeral, she little suspects that she is
about to inherit a darkly dangerous family duty on behalf of Claysville’s most demanding residents – the dead.
In this thrilling collection of original stories some of today's hottest paranormal authors delight, thrill, and captivate
readers with otherworldly tales of magic and mischief. In Jim Butcher's "Curses" Harry Dresden investigates how to lift a
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curse laid by the Fair Folk on the Chicago Cubs. In Patricia Briggs' "Fairy Gifts," a vampire is called home by magic to
save the Fae who freed him from a dark curse. In Melissa Marr's "Guns for the Dead," the newly dead Frankie Lee seeks
a job in the afterlife on the wrong side of the law. In Holly Black's "Noble Rot," a dying rock star discovers that the young
woman who brings him food every day has some strange appetites of her own. Featuring original stories from 20 authors,
Naked City, edited by the award-winning Ellen Datlow, is a dark, captivating, fabulous and fantastical collection that's
sure to have readers coming back for more.
Fresh, exciting and vividly readable, this is popular history at its very best. Our understanding of world history is
changing, as new discoveries are made on all the continents and old prejudices are being challenged. In this truly global
journey Andrew Marr revisits some of the traditional epic stories, from classical Greece and Rome to the rise of
Napoleon, but surrounds them with less familiar material, from Peru to the Ukraine, China to the Caribbean. He looks at
cultures that have failed and vanished, as well as the origins of today’s superpowers, and finds surprising echoes and
parallels across vast distances and epochs. A History of the World is a book about the great change-makers of history
and their times, people such as Cleopatra, Genghis Khan, Galileo and Mao, but it is also a book about us. For ‘the better
we understand how rulers lose touch with reality, or why revolutions produce dictators more often than they produce
happiness, or why some parts of the world are richer than others, the easier it is to understand our own times.’
Seven kids, Thor's hammer, and a whole lot of Valkyries are the only things standing against the end of the world. When
thirteen-year-olds Matt Thorsen and Fen and Laurie Brekke, modern-day descendants of Thor and Loki, discovered they
were fated to take the places of the Norse gods in an epic battle against the apocalypse, they thought they knew how
things would play out. Gather the descendants standing in for the gods, defeat a giant serpent, and save the world. No
problem, right? But the descendants' journey grinds to a halt when their friend and descendant Baldwin is poisoned and
killed and Matt, Fen, and Laurie must travel to the Underworld in the hopes of saving him. That's only their first stop on
their journey to reunite the challengers, find Thor's hammer, and save humanity--a journey filled with enough tooth-andnail battles and colossal monsters to make Matt and his friends a legend in their own right. Perfect for fans of ancient
myths and filled with young heroes, monstrous beasts, and godly enemies, this fast-paced adventure is impossible to put
down.
The world is gone, destroyed by human, ecological, or supernatural causes. Survivors dodge chemical warfare and cruel
gods; they travel the reaches of space and inhabit underground caverns. Their enemies are disease, corrupt
corporations, and one another; their resources are few and their courage is tested. Powerful original dystopian tales from
nine bestselling authors offer bleak insight, prophetic visions, and precious glimmers of light among the shards and ashes
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of a ruined world. Stories from: Kelley Armstrong Rachel Caine Kami Garcia Nancy Holder Melissa Marr Beth Revis
Veronica Roth Carrie Ryan Margaret Stohl
The worst part isn't being dead, but finding a job. Francis Lee Lemons wakes up in the land of the job, unemployed and
bored. As a criminal in his life in modern America, he figured that the best plan in his afterlife is to stick to what he knows.
But getting in with the local crime syndicate--run by an 1800s gunslinger, Alicia--isn't that easy.
The next installment in a new faery and fanged world written by the author of the internationally bestselling Wicked
Lovely series...for readers of Patricia Briggs, Chloe Neill, and Jeaniene Frost. Half witch, half killer, wholly unsuccessful
at every Faery Bargain so far... Geneviève Crowe makes her living beheading or resurrecting the dead in near-future
New Orleans. After entering an accidental engagement, overcoming attempted murder, and discovering a family secret,
Geneviève is ready for things to settle down, but carnival season in New Orleans is not the best time of year for "normal."
When Eli Stonecroft, the faery who has claimed her heart despite her best attempts, offers her a new faery bargain--she's
smart enough to say no . . . right up to the point when she has to decide between dealing with the consequence of this
faery bargain or facing the killer alone. As the draugr mix with the locals and tourists, and bodies start to pile up,
Geneviève is enlisted by the NOPD and hunting a killer amidst the swirl of parades and parties of Carnival season.
WHAT READERS SAID ABOUT BOOK 1: “I loved The Wicked and The Dead! A sassy, ass-kicking heroine, a
deliciously mysterious fae hero, and a wonderful mix of action and romance. Add that to Melissa's usual great worldbuilding, and I'm already looking forward to book 2!" – Jeaniene Frost, NYT Bestselling Author "Wow! You all seriously
want to read this. It's an urban fantasy - very cool twist on vampires - with a heroine simultaneously so kickass, warmly
human, and passionate about the world that I want to be her. I also want to be her because of the insanely hot Eli, her
fae love interest. . . .Get in on the ground level with this series, because it's going to be an auto buy. Highly
recommend."-- Jeffe Kennedy, award-winning author and SFWA Board Member
A dauntless lass and a hyperactive dragon learn to keep pace with each other as they forge a friendship. Baby Dragon
loves to swoop and soar through the kingdom, which can cause quite a stir. But one little girl is up for the challenge of
spending the day with Baby Dragon, and the two embark upon an exciting journey through the kingdom, where they run
and race and climb and explore--and eventually even take the time to relish a quiet moment. New York Times bestselling
author Melissa Marr has crafted a rollicking story about how the best friendships expand our horizons in all kinds of ways!
The second installment in Melissa Marr’s #1 New York Times bestselling Wicked Lovely series brings readers back to
the land of faerie and delivers another stunning, high-stakes romance. Unbeknownst to mortals, a power struggle is
unfolding in a world of shadows and danger. After centuries of stability, the balance among the Faery Courts has altered,
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and Irial, ruler of the Dark Court, is battling to hold his rebellious and newly vulnerable fey together. If he fails, bloodshed
and brutality will follow. Seventeen-year-old Leslie knows nothing of faeries or their intrigues. When she is attracted to an
eerily beautiful tattoo of eyes and wings, all she knows is that she has to have it, convinced it is a tangible symbol of
changes she desperately craves for her own life. The tattoo does bring changes—not the kind Leslie has dreamed of, but
sinister, compelling changes that are more than symbolic. Those changes will bind Leslie and Irial together, drawing
Leslie deeper and deeper into the faery world, unable to resist its allures, and helpless to withstand its perils. . .
A loving mama has fun sharing the various animals her growing child resembles, in this delightful companion to Bunny
Roo, I Love You. When you touched the water, you squawked and splashed. I thought you'd become a duckling, so I
jumped in to play with you. It's hard to keep up with an energetic toddler, and as an adoring mom tries to, she describes
all the frisky young animals her little one reminds her of--from a hopping frog and a squirming snake, to her adorable
cuddly bunny.
“You think you got away with something, don’t you? But your time has run out. We know where you are. And we are
coming.” Andrew Ranulf Blankenship is a stylish nonconformist with wry wit, a classic Mustang, and a massive library.
He’s also a recovering alcoholic and a practicing warlock. His house is a maze of sorcerous booby traps and escape
tunnels, as yours might be if you were sitting on a treasury of Russian magic stolen from the Soviet Union thirty years
ago. Andrew has long known that magic is a brutal game requiring blood sacrifice and a willingness to confront death, but
years of peace and comfort have left him more concerned with maintaining false youth than with seeing to his own
defense. Now a monster straight from the pages of Russian folklore is coming for him, and frost and death are coming
with her.
A mother makes her baby feel safe by sharing how all kinds of mama animals care for their little ones.
Rule #3: Don't stare at invisible faeries. Aislinn has always seen faeries. Powerful and dangerous, they walk hidden in
mortal world. Aislinn fears their cruelty—especially if they learn of her Sight—and wishes she were as blind to their
presence as other teens. Rule #2: Don't speak to invisible faeries. Now faeries are stalking her. One of them, Keenan,
who is equal parts terrifying and alluring, is trying to talk to her, asking questions Aislinn is afraid to answer. Rule #1:
Don't ever attract their attention. But it's too late. Keenan is the Summer King who has sought his queen for nine
centuries. Without her, summer itself will perish. He is determined that Aislinn will become the Summer Queen at any
cost—regardless of her plans or desires. Suddenly none of the rules that have kept Aislinn safe are working anymore, and
everything is on the line: her freedom; her best friend, Seth; her life; everything. Faerie intrigue, mortal love, and the clash
of ancient rules and modern expectations swirl together in Melissa Marr's stunning 21st century faery tale.
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